The Key Trends Influencing Today’s Spirits Packaging
At TricorBraun, our insights-driven approach to spirits packaging identifies the packaging features and functionalities that will differentiate your product from the competition. This approach helps to ensure your spirits package creates brand loyalty and drives consumer sales—leading to your long-term success.

We achieve the perfect packaging for our customers by monitoring consumer and industry trends and researching the market to understand the spirits landscape. Our consumer and market know-how, combined with our robust global supply chain, enables us to reliably source cost-effective, quality packaging solutions. Depending on your brand objectives and commercialization timeline, we’re able to either recommend a stock solution or design custom packaging that showcases your product and your brand.

We recently commissioned a Harris Poll survey of 1,952 adults aged 21 and over to gain fresh insights into the spirits market. The ‘Spirits Study’ found that three of four spirits consumers are more likely to purchase spirits if they come in visually appealing packaging.

Whether consumers are looking for convenience, indulgence, better-for-you options, or responsible formats, the right spirits packaging will position your product and your brand to resonate with consumers and drive sales success.
Three of four spirits consumers are more likely to purchase spirits if they come in visually appealing packaging.

– TricorBraun Spirits Study, The Harris Poll (April 11, 2022)
The Packaging Design Details that Impact Consumer Perceptions of Your Brand

THE BEAUTY, FUNCTIONALITY, AND TIMELESSNESS OF GLASS

As the demand rises for both premium and craft spirits and low- or no-alcohol alternatives, glass bottles offer an effective medium to create a distinctive product. The Spirits Study found that 79 percent of consumers believe glass packaging indicates a more premium spirits product. And it all starts with the weight and clarity of your glass packaging.

A well-designed glass package can indicate that your brand is detail-oriented and your product is high quality. Custom shapes can create brand recognition and help drive emotional loyalty, which in turn drives repeat purchases. Embossing and surface texture can be used to incorporate branding into your design and add a tactile element to your look and feel. Decorating effects such as hot stamping, unique...
label materials, and intricate label designs can add additional layers of premiumization. And the data bears this out: almost half (46 percent) of Harris Poll participants said that bottles with unique shapes, textures, or embossing indicate a premium spirits product (e.g., with a price point of $50 or higher).

For Peg Leg Porker’s high-end bourbon, for example, we transformed a stock bottle into a premium package through thoughtful graphics and decoration. We not only designed a custom bartop featuring a peg-legged pig made of Zamak metal, but we also incorporated a silkscreened 5-color design on the bottle to create a unified visual look and feel that reflects the brand and its unique story.

When stock isn’t the right solution, our award-winning Design & Engineering team provides insight-driven custom designs that meet customers’ needs. For Distillerie 3LACS, we custom-designed a premium gin bottle to anchor the product to the company’s geographic location on an island surrounded by Montreal’s three lakes. The design incorporated several key features, including a raised triangle with the names of Montreal’s three lakes engraved around the triangle—also producing a tactile experience for the consumer. The bottle design itself was distinctive, including a shorter (height-wise) design compared to many gin bottles so that it not only pops visually but also enables end-users to store their gin on a refrigerator shelf.
THE EMOTIONAL RESONANCE OF RESPONSIBLE BRANDING

Your glass bottle can not only elevate your brand, but it can also resonate emotionally with consumers on another level: responsibility. Around the world, consumers are looking to support sustainably produced and responsible brands. Mintel’s A Year of Innovation found that spirits brands from Australia to the Americas are innovating in response. Glass, which is both reusable and infinitely recyclable, speaks to consumers’ desires for responsible packaging solutions. Aluminum also represents brand responsibility, as the material is both lightweight and infinitely recyclable. And PET offers another lightweight option for reducing your shipping carbon footprint.

TricorBraun Stock Glass Molds

Oak  Hickory  Cypress  Sequoia  Pine
Breadth of Packaging Solutions

Inquire for more options and colorways or the ability to implement a custom paper solution.
Single-serve options are increasingly coming both direct to consumers and in packaging options in your local store. The Spirits Study found that **81 percent of spirits consumers have consumed single-serve spirits**. And millennials are leading the way, with **53 percent saying they have consumed single-serve cocktails sold in a can or bottle**.

Aluminum cans are a commonly used format for pre-mixed cocktails and hard seltzers. If glass packaging indicates premium, aluminum packaging signals convenience. The Harris Poll found that **3 in 5 spirits consumers (61 percent) believe aluminum cans indicate a more convenient spirits product**. And the growing purchasing power of Gen Z consumers (76 percent) and Millennials (69 percent) is leading the way in **associating aluminum with convenience** (versus 59 percent of Gen X and just half of all Boomers).

Slim aluminum cans, meanwhile, are perceived as a more elegant and premium option compared to a traditionally shaped can.

Aluminum bottles, meanwhile, offer subtle opportunities for your brand to stand out. They offer the ability to screw the closure back and reseal the package, making it secure for portability. And both aluminum cans and bottles can be fully decorated with direct-printing, pressure-sensitive labels, and shrink sleeves with brand-savvy designs and messaging that grab consumers’ attention. TricorBraun has a reliable supply of aluminum bottles and cans for our customers, so ask us if you’re looking for an aluminum option for your spirits product.

**53% of Millennials say they have consumed single-serve cocktails sold in a can or bottle.**

— **TricorBraun Spirits Study, The Harris Poll (April 11, 2022)**
THE BIGGEST TRENDS DRIVING SINGLE-SERVE SPIRITS

There are several trends driving the growth in single-serve spirits. One is consumers’ desire for experiences. Single-serve spirits allow consumers to taste test new flavors without committing to either a full-size package or all the ingredients needed for many cocktail recipes. Mintel reports that trying out new flavors is “a significant purchase driver for flavored alcoholic beverages.” The report also notes that single-serve spirits explore “people’s desire for visceral, intense experiences.” The Harris Poll revealed similar findings, with almost half of respondents (48 percent) saying that single-serve formats make it easier to try new products, brands, and flavors.

Convenience also plays a role. The Spirits Study found that nearly three in four consumers (74 percent) said they would be more willing to try a new spirits product if it came in a single-serving package. Forty-five percent of consumers cited affordability. The single-serve format is convenient for consumers to grab-and-go and to try something new at an affordable rate.

A third trend driving sales of single-serve spirits: health. From “Dry January” challenges to cutting back after a pandemic binge, many consumers are looking to limit their alcohol intake. The Spirits Study found that nearly a quarter (24 percent) of respondents
reach for single-serve spirits to limit their overall consumption. Demand is also increasing for low and no-alcohol options among consumers focused on their health and wellness. Because single-serve formats are pre-portioned, they can help moderate consumption.

Single-serve formats in glass or plastic also offer convenience and facilitate product experimentation—and pre-mixed, single-serve cocktails in glass bottles often indicate a premium product. Meanwhile, direct-to-consumer (DTC) kits offer a convenient way to engage with brands, try new products, and experiment with mixology at home. This is particularly true for Millennials: The Spirits Study found that almost a quarter usually purchase spirits through a subscription program (22 percent) or direct from the brand (21 percent).

74% of consumers said they would be more willing to try a new spirit product if it came in a single-serve package.

– TricorBraun Spirits Study, The Harris Poll (April 11, 2022)
Providing Packaging that Responds to What Consumers Want

Whether your brand is tapping into the demand for indulgence or the trend toward mindfulness, the right packaging can elevate your product and drive sales.

For example, for The 1970 ready-to-drink vodka cocktail, we designed a tapered glass bottle with an offset neck and shoulder and sophisticated graphics to appeal specifically to Millennials’ sophisticated, global palate. Founder Ikeda Feingold attributes 90 percent of the product’s success to the design, noting that she “wanted the bottle’s look to give the feeling that it’s been around for a long time, but also modern and new. People have been very receptive, and that’s in large part due to the look of the product and its packaging.”

And for O’Neill Vintners & Distillery, we designed award-winning spirits bottles for the launch of their OMAGE brand’s VSOP and VS brandies. The narrow, heavy glass bottles are rounded on the sides for ease of holding and pouring, and labels were silkscreened onto the bottle to provide texture and elegance—with the Omage "O" popping in beautiful gold ink. The VSOP bottle is topped with a heavy glass solid closure with a diamond-cut reverse taper. The VS bottle is topped with a plastic, gold closure with a natural cork. The result is bottles that reflect a premium brand and stand out on the shelf.
CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

Concepts built for commercialization and designed to resonate with consumers.

Angular, stout profile provides decanter feel for countertop presentation

Large deco space for PS label or silk screen

Asymmetric, statuesque profile demands consumer attention

Ergonomic grip

Silk screen or shrink sleeve

THE KEY TRENDS INFLUENCING TODAY’S SPIRITS PACKAGING
Large deco space for PS label or silk screen

Broad, masculine profile allows for premium aesthetic

Ergonomic grip

Square footprint

Large, distinct front and back panel for PS label or silk screen

Stock cork closure
THE KEY TRENDS INFLUENCING TODAY'S SPIRITS PACKAGING
Driving Customer Loyalty with Impactful Design

As one of North America’s largest spirits packaging suppliers, we leverage our robust global supply chain to provide high-quality, cost-effective packaging solutions. We operate from more than 100 locations across the Americas, Asia, Europe, and Australia—and our over 2,000 team members have expertise in sourcing, logistics, quality, vendor-managed inventory, and warehousing.

Impactful design drives emotional loyalty, which in turn leads to consumer purchase loyalty. In addition, optimizing your packaging design can have many benefits, including lowering your costs via better sourcing, improved line speeds, and transportation efficiencies. Whether your motive is standing out or reducing cost, our Design & Engineering team has a proven process to bring your custom design to successful commercialization. We build more than 400 custom molds annually, hold hundreds of utility and design patents, and have garnered more than 100 renowned industry awards. Let us help you build your next spirits package to delight your customers and help your business thrive.

---
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